Stag
Casino
Night

Birthday
Reunion’s

Graduation

The wheel is divided
into a number of equal
segments separated by
spokes or pins. Each
segment is associated
with a number.
The wheel is spun by
a dealer, and the
winning segment is
indicated by a
pointer mounted
on a
flexible piece
of rubber or
leather, which
also rubs against
the pins to impart
friction and slow the
wheel down. Should
the player stop the
wheel, the segment at
the top is the winner.
You make any dollar
amount bet you
choice.

In the game, players
may choose to place
bets on either a single
number, various
groupings of numbers,
the colors red or black,
whether the number is
odd or even, or if the
numbers are high (19–
36) or low (1–18). The
winnings are then paid
to anyone who has
placed a successful bet.

PLEASE NOTE
The symbols on the wheel represent some of the 216 possible combinations of three dice
Sometimes the same combination appears in more than one segment. Players wager on the
numbers 1 through 6. If the number appears on one of the dice in the winning segment, the
dealer pays at 1 to 1; on two of the dice, 2 to 1; on all three of the
dice, 3 to 1.

Rental Feeper game
$150 for the day
$100 deposit
Both games offer
high profit to your
event

Blackjack Board with chips

Hole in one
All games come with full
equipment and rules

Disc Toss

Round Poker Table with chips

Corn Hole Boards with bags

Right-Left-Center Boards
Rentals are per game
& are for the day
$100 deposit is
required ask about
pricing
All games offer
profit to your event

Kan Jam – great for tournaments
Ladder Ball challenge

Horseshoes Games

Balloon Dart Board
Money Board

Lawn Dart Game

Relay Races for Money
Rollers are designed to
cook hot dogs evenly,
and they can even give
the hot dogs a crispy
texture. Able to hold
between 10 and 75 hot

dogs at once,

Wire Chafer Stand

Cash box does not come
with cash in it

Money Aprons

The extra stuff
Disclaimer All rentals must be returned as it was given which means you must return all rental equipment clean and, in the condition, it was delivered at pick up contract will have all additional information

T.S. WE POUR 2 LLC
wepour2@gmail.com
Trish 814.881.5049 or Sean 814.460.9588

We accept all major credit cards for deposits and payments.

